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TIMBERLOOK IS THE MODERN UPVC SYSTEM THAT REPLICATES TRADITIONAL AND HERITAGE DESIGNS
MAKING IT JUST AS IDEAL FOR HISTORIC AND CONSERVATION PROJECTS, AS IT IS FOR MODERN LIVING

TIMBERLOOK

FLUSH SASH
HERITAGE WINDOW

OUR NEW 24-PAGE
BROCHURE DOES THE
SELLING FOR YOU!

CALL US ON

01253 888222
TO GET YOUR
SHOWROOM
SAMPLES

CHOICE OF 9 COLOURS | NIGHT LATCH AS STANDARD | MORTISE & TENNON LOOKING CONSTRUCTION

Accepted as a variation on Condition
11, they are considered to successfully
mimic traditional ﬂush casements, and
care has been taken over details such
as the cill and trickle ventilation…
Heritage Oﬃcer, Cotswold Council

PAS24 AND DOCUMENT Q COMPLIANT | ON-SITE GLAZING - 70MM FRAME

Timberlook is the new Flush Sash Window from Aﬀordable Windows. With square mortise & tenon looking fabrication
for both sash and outerframe, there are no tell-tale mitred joints that normally identify a window as being PVCu.
Timberlook has a night latch as standard and unique options such as a deep bottom rail and concealed trickle ventilation,
making the Timberlook Flush Sash system almost indistinguishable from the most expensive ﬂush sash timber windows.

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION | 60MM SASH SIZE | SLIM ASTRAGAL ‘COTTAGE’ BAR

AFFORDABLE WINDOWS

TIMBERLOOK

FLUSH SASH
HERITAGE WINDOW

For more information, contact Phil Myers:

01253 888222
07817 816663
sales@timberlook.com
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Popular with homeowners
Easy to install
No maintenance
High performance glass
Five year warranty
Full technical, marketing and
after sales support
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IDEAL FOR CONSERVATORIES,
BI-FOLDING & SLIDING DOORS AND
KITCHEN AND BATHROOM WINDOWS
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INCREASE YOUR PROFITS
WITH INTEGRAL BLINDS

Solar powered and electric blinds also now delivered in 10 days.
Solar powered and electric blinds also now delivered in 10 days.

ORDER TODAY
To find out why you should offer your
customers Uni-Blinds integral blinds,
call us now.

Tel: 0113 277 8722
Email: info@morleyglass.co.uk
Direct fax for quotations: 0113 277 8723
Morley Glass & Glazing Ltd, Unit 3, Leeds 27 Industrial Estate
Bruntcliffe Way, Leeds LS27 0HH

www.morleyglass.co.uk
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News

London Overtaken
By Rest Of UK In
House Build Growth

London’s home builders have
been outpaced by the rest of
Great Britain as investment in
house building dropped to its
lowest value in six years.
Residential contracts awarded
in London in 2017 were 34%
lower than the value awarded in
2016, which is in contrast to the
majority of regions outside of the
capital that experienced growth.
The latest data has come from the
‘Regional Construction Hotspots
in Great Britain 2018’ report from
industry analysts Barbour ABI and
the Construction Products Association, which highlights the levels of
construction contract values
awarded in 2017 across all regions of Great Britain.
Hotspots and coldspots identify
the areas where contract awards
were significantly above or below
previous years, highlighting pockets of activity or contraction.
Although London is the largest
regional GB economy and had
£3.6 billion of residential con-

tracts awarded in 2017, an increase in demand for new homes
is coming from areas such as
Manchester, Birmingham and
Sheffield as they undergo city centre regeneration projects. Across
all GB regions, London came bottom for residential contracts
growth, with overall values falling
by 33.9% from 2016 to 2017.

Cold all over
For
residential
contracts,
coldspots are clustered across
inner and outer boroughs of the
capital, with only two hotspots of
construction activity in Haringey
and Islington and Hounslow and
Richmond upon Thames. All
other areas in London experienced a fall in contract value,
with the largest falls in Tower
Hamlets, Lambeth, Waltham Forest and Croydon.
Michael Dall, Lead Economist
at Barbour ABI commented: “The
decline of residential building in
London highlights the changing

landscape of construction across
the UK. What our report shows
is that, driven by consumer demand, developers are frequently
looking outside of the capital for
new residential investments, highlighted in growth cities such as
Manchester and Sheffield.”
Rebecca Larkin, Construction
Products Association Senior Economist said: “London has slipped
from its position as a residential
star performer as the slowdown
in inner and outer London housing markets appears to have
cooled developer confidence.
“House prices in the capital
have been falling since the middle of 2017 but this is unlikely to
ease affordability constraints.
The average London house price
is more than double that in the
North West, West Midlands and
Yorkshire & Humber and combined with stronger uptake of
Help to Buy in these regions, is
helping to underpin regional
housing demand.” i

Only 20% of the over-35’s predict property main static, 31% believe house prices will fall,
prices will rise following a no-deal Brexit.
whereas only 25% anticipate property values
In the event the UK leaves the European Union will rise. There were also clear differences bewithout some form of deal, 44% of the UK pop- tween the older and younger generations with
ulation believe that house prices will remain only 20% of the over-35s predicting property
‘about the same’. That's according to a recent prices would rise after a no-deal Brexit, as oppoll conducted by property news and advice posed to 37% of those aged under-35.
website, PropertyRoad.co.uk.
“It doesn’t appear that there is a single viewThe survey asked a representative sample of point that's dominating. That’s perhaps an indi1,097 members of the British public ‘What, if cation of the confusion felt by many as to
anything, do you think will happen to UK prop- exactly what a no-deal Brexit would actually
erty prices if the UK leaves the European Union mean for the country,” said Paul James, owner
without some sort of deal?’. The results showed of PropertyRoad.co.uk who commissioned the
that 44% of people expect house prices to re- survey. i
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Glasgow Class –
University Build Best In Glass
Balfour Beatty has secured a contract for the
£60 million state of the art University of
Strathclyde learning and teaching facility in
Glasgow.
The contract, worth £33 million, has been
awarded through the University’s Major Building
Construction framework, to which Balfour Beatty
was appointed in February 2018.
Balfour Beatty will be responsible for the refurbishment and extension to the existing Grade II listed
Architecture building and the neighbouring Colville
building, linking the two together to create a modern teaching space. The building will incorporate
solar shading into its mostly glass and aluminium
structure.
Facilities provided in the new Learning & Teaching building will include a new large-scale teaching
spaces and a learning village for individual study,
student-facing support services and a modern, purpose built accommodation for the University of
Strathclyde Students’ Association.
Work is due to commence on site later this year,

with completion expected in summer 2020. At construction peak, the project will employ a workforce
of over 200, providing local employment opportunities and graduate positions. i

Picture: An artist's impression of how the new
learning and teaching facility at the University of Strathclyde will look on completion.

Drink Driving On The Rise
dents involving illegal levels of alcohol have been
relatively stable for a number of years but are now
worryingly showing an increase. We are concerned that this may be the start of a trend to
which the Government must be vigilant.
“We need to understand whether it is the hard
core of habitual heavy drinkers or growth in the
number of drivers who admit that they occasionally drive knowing they are over the limit. Either
way the message is the same – drink driving ruins
lives and makes our roads more dangerous.”
Reduce the limit
Williams continued: “In 2017 our Report on MoThe latest Department for Transport estimate toring revealed that 8% of drivers admitted that
of road casualties for 2016 show a 7% in- they had driven shortly after drinking and this rose
crease from 2015 and 230 fatalities resulting to 14% for those under 45. “What is clear is that
from an accident where at least one driver a majority of drivers (59%) would support a reor rider was over the legal alcohol limit.
duction in the legal blood-alcohol limit – similar to
Car RAC road safety spokesman Pete Williams that in Scotland - where it has been cut from 80
said: “These statistics are very disappointing. The milligrams of alcohol per 100 millilitres of blood
number of KSI (killed and seriously injured) acci- to 50 milligrams – or lower.” i
6 | News | The Installer
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Choose Made for Trade

Aluminium
Bi-Fold Doors
Quote turnaround within hours
Up to 1200mm sash widths

UK

Stock colours : White, Black,
Grey, Grey on White
Email: bifolds@madefortrade.co
Call: 01642 610799
* Per leaf price is unglazed and may vary depending on size and
Fax: 01642 671026
speciﬁcation of the door. Lead time is based on a standard colour.
www.madefortrade.co
* Postcode restrictions apply

Certass Column

Home Improvement
Firms Need
Multi-Scope
Certification

Picture: Conservatory solid
roof installation is typical of
what ‘window installers’ are
now doing.

Jon Vanstone, Chair at Certass explains how multi-scope certification can help make
working life easier for installation companies that are working across a number of
different trades.
The remit of window installers
has changed massively over
the last few years, writes Chair
at Certass, Jon Vanstone.
No longer are they focussed on fitting white PVC-U double glazed
windows. The range of innovative
products that has been introduced to
the industry is vast. From aluminium
bi-fold doors and composite
entrance doors to solid conservatory
roof replacements and glazed extensions, today’s fitters are less window
installers and more all-round home
improvement companies.
Improve not move
It’s not just the products that have
been made available to them that
has made this change. Installers
have capitalised on the ‘improve
not move’ trend that is so popular
with homeowners now. Property
owners have invested in creating
more space in their properties with
extensions and conservatories as
well as improving security levels
and energy efficiency.
What’s even better for installers,
is that lots of homeowners are willing to spend a bit more on home
improvements to get a quality product and finish – for many, white
plastic just won’t cut it. The proof is
in the numbers. According to the
Insight Data Window Industry
report, there has been a 40 per
8 | Certass Column |The Installer

cent increase in firms installing aluminium products and a 25 per cent
increase in installers offering timber
windows and doors. And proving
that design choice is important for
homeowners too, are the number
of installers offering more than one
composite door range – there were
550 i
n 2012 and a whopping
3,031 in 2017. On top of this, installers are getting quick-win jobs
from conservatory roof replacements using solid roof systems.
Pushing professionalism
Homeowners aren’t only looking
for great products – they expect a
professional installation too. Installers are recognising that and
taking action. It’s good to see some
manufacturers and systems companies offering free training sessions
to help installers get a foot on the
ladder. It’s even better to hear that
lots of installers are taking advantage of them.
My colleague Simon Swift was
invited along to one Equinox solid
roof training session at East Midlands fabricator Frame Fast. There
were plenty of installers there ready
to learn about best practice ways
of fitting a solid conservatory roof
system. That proves to us that local
installers are really committed to
improving professionalism and
workmanship standards on all the

products they supply – not just windows and doors. That’s why multiscope certification like our
CQ-Assured scheme is so important for today’s installer.
Workmanship standards
Our CQ-Assured workmanship
quality assurance scheme has Government endorsed standards by
TrustMark. It’s the specialist installer
certification for the building fabric
refurbishment industry. And it gives
homeowners real confidence when
choosing a contractor to carry out
big home improvements because it
covers a whole host of works. As
well as windows and doors, we
have CQ-Assured schemes for cavity clearance, roofline, tiling, plastering, masonry, kitchen fitting,
conservatory installing (including a
solid roof scheme) and even
roofers. In fact, the only thing that’s
not covered is electrics, plumbing
and heating. That’s one supplier for
all your building fabric refurbishment certification, with one membership, one invoice and one log-in
– making adding installer certification for new product offerings
super-easy for installers.
Plus, as a Certass member, you
get some extra bonuses like free
TrustMark and free Certass Trade
Association membership – what’s
not to like? i
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How can something
so small make
something so great?

The answer is simply because Rapierstar do those
small things in such a great way, leading us to
dominate the window and door fastener market in
the UK for over 25 years.

And behind all these landmarks, of course, is our
famous hallmark: our guarantee of quality, the
unique ‘Tri-thread’ hallmark stamped into the head of
each and every one of our products.

Just as the architectural landmarks we’ve contributed to
have come to dominate our urban landscape.

So see how Rapierstar can give you a great advantage or,
as we say, the edge.

SEE HOW RAPIERSTAR CAN GIVE YOU THE EDGE

E

info@rapierstar.com

T

01260 223311

W

www.rapierstar.com

Technical Article
Written by Don Waterworth BSc (Hons)
FCABE MEWI Chartered Building Engineer /
Building Surveyor,Expert Witness,
Accredited Mediator – Tel: 0800 1954922

An installer may use sub-contractors before they start a job
or after they complete it, yet they remain responsible
at all times, writes our Technical Expert, Don Waterworth.

Lazy Landscapers
– Keep A Check
On Your Subbies

Upon completion of a
conservatory for example, it
is vitally important that any
sub-contractors that you
bring in to complete works of
landscaping, typically paving,
follow the proper procedures
and the correct standards,
writes Don Waterworth.
All too often contractors do not
reduce the ground levels
enough, the result is that the
pavings are set too high in relationship to the damp proof
course (DPC). Remember that
any external ground levels including pavings, paths, should
be a minimum 150mm below
the DPC. Additionally, all the
pavings should run away from
the property at a fall of 1:80.

French Drain
If you are in any doubt with regards to work of this type, you
are better specifying to your contractor that a French Drain be set
at the abutment of the pavings to
the conservatory. A French Drain
typically is a channel up against
the conservatory wall 9-12
inches wide, 18-24 inches deep
and filled with limestone chippings. This is a very effective
way of ensuring that water does
not rise up into the conservatory
and bypass the DPC. In any
event, and regardless of whether
you would specify a French
Drain or indeed an ACCO
drain, pavings absolutely must
run away from the structure and
not towards the structure, as
paving’s running towards the
structure is asking for trouble for
you in future – and a costly repair bill to rectify the works,
which would have been completed on your behalf by a subcontact landscaper, who really
should know better. Reminder
So remember, inform your
landscapers that the pavings
must be 150mm below the DPC
and fall away from the structure
to a fall of 1:80. i

Lazy landscapers
Landscapers are notorious for
arriving at site and being lazy
with regards to reducing the
site levels and therefore the result is pavings which quite
often sit too high in relationship to the DPC – see
Photograph attached – and
pavings which often run towards the property and/or the
conservatory.
This could lead you into difficult circumstances with regards
to your customer, as if your customer did complain regarding
this work or indeed inform you
that the property is being af- Picture: Pavings quite often
fected by damp, then you need sit too high in relationship to
to rectify the work of your sub- the DPC.
contractor.
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Scrutinising Screws
Andy Holland, technical
marketing manager at
Rapierstar, explains why
using the right fasteners is
key to manufacturing
windows and doors
efficiently, profitably and to a
standard that exceeds
customer expectations.

For the past 25 years, Rapierstar has s pecialised in providing high quality fasteners to
the UK and Irish door and window industries, writes Andy
Holland of Rapierstar.
With a continuous programme of new product development (NPD) and fabricator
support, we ensure the market
can make the most of these
highly engineered solutions.
Whilst we are 100% focused
on fasteners, we know that
they are easy to take for
granted in a fast-paced production environment. But take a step
back and look at which fasteners
are being used across the factory
and there are almost always
ways to improve ways of working that will improve the bottom
line.
Despite being the smallest and
lowest unit cost elements within a
complete door or window, fasteners are crucially important for the
long term structural integrity of
the finished product. Don’t get
drawn into thinking that all fasteners are pretty much the same, just
different sizes. This is certainly
not the case.
Misunderstanding of fasteners
risks undoing the major advances
in hardware and profile design
that have the potential to achieve
superior levels of quality, thermal
performance and security. Anyone who has put a window or
door through PAS 24 testing will
12| Technical article | The Installer

know that there is no point in
choosing a robust, highly engineered locking system or hinge if
the screws are unable to fix it to
the frame.

steel
fasteners.
Remember
though, this does not mean that
you should stop using carbon
steel screws. In most cases they
will be absolutely fine to use – just
make sure stainless steel fasteners
Choosing the right types of are used for appropriate applicafastener
tions or risk costly call-backs
Fasteners for fenestration are usu- sooner than you think.
ally manufactured from coated
carbon steel or stainless steel. The Passing the tests
recommended type of fasteners A fastener’s level of resistance to
depends on the application, its lo- corrosion is established using salt
cation, the framing material and spray testing, as is commonplace
the warranty you want to offer. for all hardware. But, in the case
As a rule, stainless steel screws – of Rapierstar, this is only one of
eight core tests that every batch
of fasteners goes through. This
includes tests for ductility, to ensure the screw does not break
easily, speed of insertion, the
extent to which the fastener
wobbles during insertion and
torque, which establishes
whether the screw has optimal
torsional strength and that the
design specifications are met
austenitic or martensitic – will out- and exceeded. Recommended
last coated carbon steel because fixing manuals help fabricators to
of the inherent difference in corro- understand which fasteners
sion resistance offered by these should be used throughout the
different types of steel. So, in ap- window or door construction. The
plications where a longer service technical diagrams included
life is demanded by the customer, within them are often used as
perhaps backed with an ex- handy reference posters on worktended warranty, it would be ad- stations across the factory to provisable to use austenitic or vide a constant reminder of best
practice.
martensitic fasteners.
In addition, only austenitic stainless steel screws are to be used Reliability
with aluminium profiles – this is Finally, don’t underestimate the
due to natural ‘galvanic corro- value of supply chain reliability.
sion’ that occurs between differ- If the correct range of fasteners is
ent types of metals. Consider too not available to you when you
that the atmospheric conditions need them in the right quantities
are more corrosive in many at the right quality, you could end
areas. So if you are manufactur- up with production downtime or,
ing windows and doors that will even worse, taking a risk by
be installed in properties by the using the wrong fasteners as a
coast areas or in busy urban short term substitute. Neither opareas, it is advisable to use tion will help your long term busiaustenitic or martensitic stainless ness success. i

Energy & Insulation

Sleeping Sound
Even With Jumbos
Around

Heathrow Airport’s closest
neighbour can sleep soundly
at night thanks to secondary
glazing products from Incarnation Windows Systems.
Harri Patel, 63, lives just 300
yards from Terminal 4 but in a
recent interview with the Daily
Mail, he reported that noise pollution isn’t a problem at all.
Heathrow is Europe’s busiest airport, boasting four terminals, 78
million passengers every year,
and over a thousand take-offs
and landings every day. And
the fact that Patel can live so
close and not be bothered by
the noise is a testament to the
outstanding acoustic performance of secondary glazing.
“Say secondary glazing and
most people’s minds immediately jump to one of two things –
conservation areas or budget
energy efficiency,” comments
Paul Bygrave, Director of Incarnation Window Systems. “But
it’s also a lot more versatile than
that. Secondary glazing is an
14| Energy & Insulation | The Installer

Incarnation has impressed
Heathrow Airport’s closest
neighbour with a solution to
noise pollution including
747s passing over head.

great way of tackling noise pollution. Where double and triple
glazed windows usually have
panes of glass separated by
gaps 20mm or less in size, secondary glazing can leave gaps
as wide as 100mm or over,
making for a much more effective acoustic barrier. “As a result, secondary glazing can
reduce noise levels by up to 50
decibels with the right acoustic
glass.”

Heathrow Day and Night
Noise Insulation Schemes
Harri Patel's secondary glazing
was installed as part of
Heathrow’s ongoing efforts to
reduce noise disturbance for
those living nearby. Since November 2012, Incarnation has
participated in the Heathrow
Day and Night Noise Insulation
Schemes, which offer local
homeowners 50% off the cost of
replacement windows or free
secondary glazing. Secondary
glazing is by far the more popular option thanks to its acoustic
benefits. The scheme is set to
continue as Heathrow has released plans to expand with a
third runway. “We’re delighted
that we’ve been able to help
Harri get a good night’s sleep,”
Bygrave continues. “Our products offer a bespoke solution for
any project or property and are
available to our trade partners
with a lead time of just ten days!
“If you’d like to become an approved installer and learn more

Energy & Insulation
about the fantastic benefits of installing secondary glazing, don’t hesitate to get in touch.”
Incarnation defies summer lull
Defying typical
trends in secondary glazing, Incarnation
has also reported a surge
in leads and
sales. Traditionally, interest in
secondary
glazing
is
strong throughout the winter months, when improving thermal efficiency and cutting energy
bills is very much on people’s minds but then
drops off during the summer. This year, however,
Incarnation is bucking that trend – something
Paul Bygrave is attributing to increased awareness that secondary glazing is more than just a
one-trick pony. “Once, secondary glazing was
often written off as a niche product only suited to
a few very specific contexts. Most notably, it’s
known for use on conservation properties – and
there’s no question, secondary excels in that context. But now, there’s a growing appreciation
that there’s a lot more to secondary than that.
Secondary glazing is one of – if not the most –
versatile fenestration types in existence.
“Old or new, residential or commercial, costconscious or big-budget, it can bring outstanding thermal and acoustic performance to
virtually any project or property.”
Range
Today, Incarnation offers two complete secondary glazing suites – the Classic Collection and
the Optimum Collection. The Classic Collection
is aimed squarely at the domestic and heritage
markets, featuring an extensive array of ultraslim profiles to suit virtually any style. All Classic units are available with three outer frame
options, easily identified on Incarnation’s recently revamped order forms. They offer a glazing capacity of up to 6.4mm for acoustic
projects and can be fitted with discrete locking
hardware. Optimum, on the other hand, is
specifically designed for large-scale and commercial projects and is increasingly in demand.
Incarnation also offers a Deluxe option. i
Picture: Secondary glazing has helped
Heathrow resident Harri Patel live with the
noise of aeroplanes landing just 300 yards
from his home. Incarnation's Paul Bygrave.
The Installer| Energy & Insulation |15
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Making The Most At Maersk
Edgetech’s Super Spacer
TriSeal has formed a crucial
part of one of Europe’s most
eco-friendly buildings.
The Maersk Tower, home to the
medical laboratories of the University of Copenhagen, was built
in line with Denmark’s historic
commitment to becoming 100%
carbon neutral by 2050. It became an instant landmark when
it was completed last year thanks
to its striking copper shell, the
work of superstar architects C. F.
Møller and Vienna engineering
experts Waagner-Biro.
The futuristic structure incorporates resource-saving measures
that include automatic LED lighting, a state-of-the-art eco-friendly
cooling system and rainwater collection for toilet flushing and garden irrigation. Three-thousand
vertical copper-clad fins act as

16|Energy & Insulation | The Installer

Edgetech’s Super Spacer
has soared in Denmark’s
eco-friendly Maersk Tower.

b o t h
s o l a r
shading
and wind protection for the building’s 15 storeys of cylindrically
curved triple-glazed facades –
where Edgetech’s Super Spacer
TriSeal plays a critical role in delivering the building’s exceptional
thermal efficiency.
Components
“The Maersk Tower is an out-

standing example of how the
smallest of components – in this
case, warm-edge spacer – can
have such a huge impact on a
building’s overall performance,”
comments Edgetech Head of
Marketing Charlotte Mercer.
“Together with the stunning
glass provided by Berlin-based
Glasbiegerei Doring, Super
Spacer has helped the building
achieve U-values as low as 0.5
W/m2k.
“The sort of curved units that
were used on this project demand precise, absolutely parallel
application and that made Super
Spacer TriSeal the perfect choice.
“What’s more, Super Spacer’s reflective surface means it completely disappears from view
when installed in the frame profile without compromising the
Tower’s dazzling aesthetics.” i

Energy & Insulation

Energy Efficiency Requires
Quality And Longevity
Mark Hickox at Thermoseal
Group (the company
behind the Thermobar IGU
spacer bar amongst other
products), tells us:

“For manufacturers like ourselves, setting up and developing efficient facilities
geared towards manufacturing products subject to continual improvement has
been a massive investment
in itself.
“Then there’s sourcing the
right highest quality raw materials and test methods to run
through the manufacturing
process from raw material to
final product.
“In addition, there’s putting the
right staff, processes and proce-

18|Energy & Insulation | The Installer

dures in place to ensure we make facturers throughout the supply
a premium product every time.” chain to cut corners. For example, the price of Silicone has
massively increased over the
Put to the test
Hickox continues: “Independent past 12 months due to a shorttest results are a core reflection age in the market. For us, Siliof the product. At Thermoseal cone is a primary component of
Group, we carry out a wide Thermoflex Warm Edge Spacer
range of tests in our own labora- and having sourced a premium
tory and then in our own supplier who offers a consisEN1279 test centre on both tently high quality product which
own-manufactured and brought- runs optimally on our production
in goods. We then submit our lines within minimal tolerance,
products for a range of Euro- we would not change easily.
pean and International tests to
prove their performance before World demand
we trial them with some of our Continues Hickox: “We supply
key customers. Test results don’t to 27 countries in 5 continents,
necessarily tell you everything the cost of poor quality in terms
though. In the current market of return shipping alone is not
where costs are increasing, worth saving pennies on cutting
there is a temptation for manu- corners on quality.” i

Call us today on:

01373 47 39 00

Email: sales@warmerroof.com

www.warmerroof.com

WarmerRoof

Timber Flat
Roof Kit System

Pitched Roof
Kit System
Lowest

‘U’ Value
0.14 W/m2

Manufactured
precisely to
meet project
requirements
With all timbers cut using
CNC machining centre

• Roof supplied in kit form for convenient and
speedy assembly on-site
• Full JHAI accreditation (certiﬁcate number
JHAI 14029), this is a different accreditation
than our pitched roof system
• Available with or without lantern or ﬂat
glass plate
• Supplied with one piece ﬁrestone epdm
roof covering as standard, (or you can
specify no roof covering to use your own)
with all associated rooﬁng trims supplied
• Roof has already been pre-assembled at our
factory (photographs available of the build)
• Fascia and guttering supplied as part of the
roof kit
• No aluminium framework but a truly solid
roof construction
• Constructed using highly insulated
structural panels
• No cross battening required
• Delivery on our own inmarked transport to
site or your premises

5-day turnaround
Nationwide delivery
Fast Quote
Turnaround

No Risk of
Cold Bridging

Faster Fitting and
JHAI Approval

Edwardian

3000 x 3000 £1,464.30+VAT
4000 x 3500 £2,000.85+VAT
4500 x 4000 £2,414.89+VAT

Double Hipped

3000 x 3500 £2,105.42+VAT
4000 x 4500 £3,038.78+VAT
5000 x 5500 £4,155.31+VAT

Lean To

4500 x 3000 £1,647.78+VAT
5500 x 3500 £2,215.01+VAT
6000 x 4000 £2,641.49+VAT

Tapco and
Metrotile

Roof Samples and
Showroom Support

Victorian

3500 x 3000 £1,730.70+VAT
4500 x 4000 £2,504.87+VAT
5000 x 5000 £3,269.31+VAT

Gable End

3500 x 3500 £1,726.86+VAT
5000 x 4000 £2,538.61+VAT
6000 x 3000 £2,298.16+VAT
Remember, with the
Warmer Roof you get
all components
included in the price

Please note that prices above are for Metrotile

You have NOTHING to lose by sending us a quotation but EVERYTHING to gain

Energy & Insulation

Get Quality
Aluminium Bifolds
at Low prices

Deceuninck is campaigning against noise
with an acoustic testing programme.

from

£350
per pane

Deceuninck is the first window systems
company in the UK to commit to systematic
acoustic testing of its full product range.
The testing, which is being run in partnership
with Bluesky Certification and the University of
Salford will help Deceuninck fabricators and installers provide solutions to homeowners affected by high levels of external noise. Rob
McGlennon, MD at Deceuninck, says: “Noise
is a big and growing problem. In a national survey research by the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs found that 48% of
the 2,750 people surveyed in England and
Wales felt their home life was being spoilt by
noise. One in five said it kept them awake at
night. Not only that but medical evidence is
mounting of the severe effect of prolonged noise
has on our health with higher instances of dementia, heart disease and strokes.
Life improver
McGlennon continues: “Noise is now a major irritant and harmful factor in our lives but with the
right tools and technical information the window
industry can reduce noise, and improve the
quality of people’s lives in a very big way.
That’s why Deceuninck has been investing in
what we’re told is the first systematic acoustic
testing by a systems company of its full range.
“Deceuninck has already completed testing of
our 2500 and 2800 casement; 2500 and
2800 Tilt & Turn; 5000 Tilt & Turn; and FRW
Fully Reversible Window. Certified acoustic
data testing of the rest of our range is underway. Deceuninck aims to make it simple, quick
and easy for fabricators and installers to
benefit from this huge opportunity,” adds
McGlennon. i
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from

£450
per pane
T-Handle Included

from

£550
per pane

#fast turnaround
#fully fabricated
Call

0800 389 0595
02476 638779

Fax
sales@armstrongindustries.co.uk
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Standards are changing.
Are you prepared for 1st October 2018?
As of 1st October 2018, all social housing landlords, housebuilders and OEMs must
meet PAS24:2016 in order to remain compliant with Secured by Design requirements.
This means letterplates featured in new and refurbished doorsets are required to meet the
TS008 standard. TS008 letterplates are stated within Approved Document Q as an effective
method of protection against several attack types, including letterplate fishing.
No need to worry, we’ve got it covered.
Yale’s Postmaster Professional TS008 is the most intensively tested TS008 product currently
available, giving you the reassurance that you are delivering the highest standard of quality whilst
remaining resolutely compliant with the new standards.
Enjoy peace of mind with Yale, the world’s most trusted lock maker.

www.yaledws.co.uk
yaledws.co.uk

An ASSA ABLOY Group brand

Energy & Insulation

You’ve
Been
Collared
Window and door sealing has become
easier with an EPDM sealing collar.

Get Quality
Aluminium Bifolds
at Low prices

from

£350
per pane

A new easy-to-use collar system from foam
sealants specialists Iso-Chemie provides
rapid and effective air and weather tight
sealing around windows and doors.
The self-adhesive Iso-Connect EPDM sealing
collar is a single-piece bespoke solution, which
can be quickly fitted around fenestration elements installed in façades and load bearing
walls to provide external protection against the
elements. Featuring vulcanised sections, the collar can be fitted up to six times faster than alternative foil strip sealants via a butyl adhesive or
a clip-in frame groove feature, saving onsite
labour and material costs.
Customisation
Product can be customised to specific applications – the fitter places the collar around the
frame section in front of the wall before securely
bonding it to the supporting wall or façade.
Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer
Manufactured from flexible EPDM (Ethylene
Propylene Diene Monomer), which can compensate for joint movements due to its high elasticity properties, the product is resistant to
extremes of temperature and weather. It also
possesses good diffusion properties and complies with the relevant building regulations and
DIN EN standards, covering thermal conductivity, dimension tolerance, and resistance to driving rain on joints among others.
Supplied with a 10-year warranty and available
in 0.6mm, 0.75mm, 1mm, 1.3mm and 1.5mm
thicknesses, the collar comes in a choice of four
finishes. Moulded inside and outside corners are
also available for in front-of-wall elements, lower
connection areas, floor-level elements, and balcony and patio door systems. i
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from

£450
per pane
T-Handle Included

from

£550
per pane

#fast turnaround
#fully fabricated
Call

0800 389 0595
02476 638779

Fax
sales@armstrongindustries.co.uk

Forget the rest
fit the best
Patented key
protection for
peace of mind
One key house,
keyed-alike and
master keyable
for added
convenience
Keyable to the full
Integrator range
including NE/NG
padlocks
Wide range of
sizes to ﬁt every
application

TS0072011

KM545570

For further information on Integrator
Breaksecure XP please call us on:

01902 364200

or email enquiries@mul-t-lock.co.uk
www.mul-t-lock.co.uk

QUALITY ASSURED NATIONAL WARRANTIES (QANW)
A KINNELL GROUP COMPANY

CALL US TODAY ON

01292 292701
www.qanw.co.uk
QANW is a trading name of Warranty Services Ltd. Warranty Services Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Warranty
Services Ltd is a member of Kinnell Group of Companies. Warranty Services Ltd uses a UK based insurer which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation
Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. QANW is a trading name of Warranty Services
Limited, a company registered in Scotland, with the registered address of 4 Forbes Drive, Heathfield Industrial Estate, Ayr, Scotland, KA8 9FG, and with the
company number SC205797. Warranty Services Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Firm Reference Number 309580).

Products & Projects

Secured By Design – Smack, Bang, Central
Midlands based fabricator,
CentralRPL's PVC-U windows
and doors n
ow offer enhanced security performance following Secured By
Design approval across the
company's entire product
range.
Gary Morton, MD of CentralRPL explains: “Secured By Design (SBD) is the official UK
Police flagship initiative combining the principles of designing
out crime with physical security.
“Since the acquisition of CentralRPL by the Boing Boing
Group in 2015, we’ve been
working hard to align our product and service portfolio, including a full system move and
selection of the very best hardware and ancillary products on

the market. With that process
now complete, we commissioned some very rigorous independent testing of our PVC-U
window and door products, resulting in Secured By Design approval on our entire product
range.”
Also on ali
Morton continues: “In addition,
we were also able to get SBD
approval across the aluminium
products we offer through our
sister company, CentralASL,
thanks to the PAS24 status of the
Optimo range of windows and
bi-fold, entrance and patio
doors designed by AluK. “In a
world where we are seeing increasing relevance for enhanced security standards,

independently obtaining this
level of accreditation backs up
our commitment to providing the
very best products to our installer customers.” i

Saving A Bit Of Time

Drill bits in Makita's OmniBohrer multi-purpose
range are suitable for use with a diverse
range of materials.
Those materials include concrete, tile, brick,
slate, limestone, wood, composite materials, aluminium and plastics - totally eliminating the need
to switch between bit types, according to the company.
The collection of 25 drill bits, ranging from
3–14mm diameter and lengths of 60–400mm,
feature a high quality tungsten carbide tip that
can be used for different applications across various industries.
The range will be welcomed by those using
multi-layer or composite materials such as that
used in the manufacture of windows and doors,
or for fixing wood or metal to brickwork without
the need to switch bit types. i

Cleaning Up In Films

A n
ew professional cleaner has been
launched for use on profiles laminated with
Renolit Exofol exterior films.
Homeowners are recommended that warm
soapy water and a soft sponge is usually all that
is needed to keep window frames looking pristine.
However, immediately after installation, additional support may be needed as construction dirt,
adhesive residue and stubborn marks can all contribute to spoiling the look of new windows. Exofol Professional Cleaner is available in the UK to
the window trade, directly from Renolit. The film
specialist has developed the characteristics of its
own cleaner to be specifically aligned with the
properties of its Renolit Exofol exterior products.
The product is supplied in one litre cans, which
are sold individually or in packs of 10. i
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Pulling Power

Technical Advice –
Experts On Hand

New fullly suiited
d cyllind
der pullls and escutcheons are now available from greenteQ
– and in a range six different finishes.
The cylinder pull shrouds the profile cylinder,
providing a 20mm underhang so the user can
pull the door open or closed. The underhang is
ideal on doors where there is no other ‘pull point’,
such as a handle or pad. This discourages misuse of the profile cylinder key or the letterbox flap
to open the door.
The 51mm diameter circular escutcheon has no
underhang and is chamfered to combat unlawful
removal. Internal and external components for
both the cylinder pull and circular escutcheons
are sold separately, allowing door fabricators to
mix and match colours on the inside and outside
slab.
Colour matched fixings are sold with the internal hardware. For external pulls and escutcheons,
a flange is in place to prevent cylinder removal.
The two products can also be mixed and
matched, as both have a fixing centre of 38mm.
Gary Gleeson, at VBH, the firm behind greenteQ,
says: “Both the cylinder pull and circular escutcheon have been designed with security in
mind, as well as appearance. The greenteQ 10year guarantee also comes as standard across
the range.” i

When choosing new hardware to complement a door or window portfolio specification, customers will want to be confident that
it will meet agreed standards for safety, reliability and quality.
The Technical Service Team at Yale (pictured)
can provide expert advice and support on product specification, selection and testing, giving
peace of mind that you’ve got the right product
specification whatever the application.
Gareth Phillips, Technical Services Manager for
Yale, says: “We aim to offer attentive support to
our customers and work very closely to help ensure they get their product specification right. We
are on hand to provide our technical expertise
from the start of the design, build and fabrication
process, right through the testing phase to the
final accreditation. “We appreciate that product
testing and certification is a big investment and
we aim to help our customers to avoid inappropriate product selection and potential test failures
creating confidence when it comes to the final BSI
Kitemark testing.” i

In-House Services Deliver Speedy Results
Senior Architectural Systems
has reported a significant rise
in the number of trade customers asking for its recently
launched Ali range of aluminium doors and windows.
Following a number of new
product developments, Senior
has strengthened its domestic offering to include the Ali Vu window and Ali Fold door range
and has gone on to secure both
new trade accounts and new
domestic contracts.
The company has also made
a number of key investments in
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its in-house facilities, ranging
from upgrading its delivery fleet
to improving the efficiency of its
powder-coating line. Senior
has recently expanded its storage capacity for its Ali aluminium patio and bi-folding
door profiles. The facility enables Senior to
hold a greater amount
of stock and offer some
of the shortest l
ead
times in the industry.
Short l
ead times for
non-standard
colour
powder coated profiles

can also be guaranteed as
rather than outsourcing, all powder-coating can be done in
house. i
SAS has a fleet of 17 five star
eco delivery vehicles.

Reliable products
from professionals
for professionals.

Just the job in your daily work.
RENOLIT EXOFOL Professional Cleaner.
Producing spotless work is now even easier – with the RENOLIT EXOFOL Professional cleaner.
Construction dirt, grease, adhesive residues and other stubborn marks can require a specialised
cleaner especially after fabrication and installation. The RENOLIT EXOFOL Professional Cleaner
is developed specifically for trade use on RENOLIT EXOFOL exterior films. So you are on the
safe side and achieve brilliant results. Distributed in the UK by Adhesive Solutions Ltd
www.profilewrappingsolutions.co.uk.
www.renolit.com/exterior

Scott’s Corner

Still Alive –
And Still Direct
As the digital world continues
to develop at an alarming
rate, you would be forgiven for
thinking direct mail is dead.
But it’s time to think again,
writes Andrew Scott of Purplex.
I’ll put my cards on the table - direct mail holds a special place in
my heart as I started Purplex from
my dining room table in 2004.
Back then, my sons Sean and
Ryan helped me print out thousands of sales letters and stuff envelopes, and eventually, Purplex
had its first customer.
But this isn’t me looking at direct
mail all misty-eyed.
The value of direct mail cannot
be understated in the ever-changing marketing landscape. In fact,
it has withstood all the changes in
technology and can play an important part in the future.
Just 10 years ago, direct mail
had a reputation as a very effective way to engage with your target audience but since then social
media and digital channels have
eclipsed the humble door-drop,
proving more cost-effective, measurable and, of course, modern.
But direct mail is making a
comeback as smart businesses are
getting wise to its potential once
again, turning the spotlight onto
direct mail and its many advantages.

Saturation?
As digital channels become the
most popular method of communication, there is more competition
to get your message seen. After
all, how many emails, tweets and
online adverts do you get from
companies wanting to promote
their products in a day?
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Andrew Scott, Managing
Director of business and
marketing consultants
Purplex, discusses why
direct mail should be an
integral part of your
marketing budget.

Compare that to how many letters, postcards or flyers you receive. Using direct mail means
that yours may be the only one to
land that day, or even that week –
thus instantly grabbing the
reader’s attention.

Impact
Direct mail is something that can
be easily forgotten due to the
huge number of digital channels
now available but a high impact
personalised letter or leaflet will
look professional and add to the
trust and credibility of your brand.
It also offers the opportunity for
people to touch, play with and
hold your direct mail, leaving it on
a desk to be found later, pinned
up on the wall to be noticed for
years to come. As your potential
customers may not be ready to
purchase from you immediately, it
is important to be connecting with
them when they are ready to
make the decision and by sending
a direct mail that is memorable
and they keep hold of means you
already have one foot in the door.
This is not to say that direct mail
should be used as a stand-alone
form of communication - digital
marketing isn’t going to disappear, of course. But for a marketing strategy to be successful, it
needs to operate across all channels – digital, social, print and direct mail.
Google it
Take the leaders of internet marketing, Google, the billion-dollar
company that epitomises the
world of technology and online,
they still consider direct mail an
important part of their marketing
plans, promoting new offers or
services to their customers through
a creative piece of direct mail. i
For more information visit
purplexmarketing.com or call
01934 808 132

Purplex is a strategic PR, marketing and digital agency that partners with ambitious companies.

Contact Us

@Purplexuk

Call 01934 808 132

/Purplex-marketing

E: grow@purplexmarketing.com

/Purplexmarketing
/Purplexmarketing

Bristol | London

www.purplexmarketing.com

Trade News

Raise A Glass To The G-Awards
Thermoseal Group is sponsoring the Glass and Glazing Industry’s
G18
Awards
Champagne
Reception,
hosted at London’s prestigious Park Lane Hotel.
The Champagne reception
precedes the highly acclaimed
G-Awards Gala Dinner presentation evening which, this year
falls on 30th November 2018.
The G-Awards celebrates the
industry’s brightest stars, with
companies from across the UK
meeting to celebrate a year of

business achievement.
Thermoseal (manufacturer of
warm edge spacer systems Thermobar and Thermoflex) representatives will, for the 9th year
in a row, welcome attendees
and keep the champagne flowing. MD, Gwain Paterson (pictured) says: “The G-Awards is
always a grand occasion and
one that we look forward to
joining many of the Industry’s
leading professionals in raising
a glass to all those shortlisted for
an award.” i

Scorching July Sets
Record For Controls
Velux Rewards –
Autumn Promotion

Teal Products is celebrating after posting
record sales figures for a single month thanks
to a blistering July. The firm supplies window
controls, openers and actuators.
Sam Yiend (pictured alongside a team member), a director of the company says: “July was a
huge month for Teal and it is a reflection on all
the enormous hard work the team has put in. We
have recently strengthened the team because of
the increased demand for our products.
”Teal has an extensive product range of window
controls, openers and actuators from brands including Windowmaster, Mingardi and Highline.
Another reason customers’ turn to Teal is the huge
number of products they have in stock, which
means they can deliver rapid turnarounds including next day delivery on most orders. i

Velux is offering customers across the UK and
Ireland more rewards this autumn. A promotion will reward installers, builders and homeowners who choose Velux white-painted roof
windows during September and October.
The rewards of £30 in the UK are redeemable
at a range of retailers and restaurants including
M&S, Argos, Thomas Cook, Curry’s PC World
and Tesco. In Ireland, retailers include Dunnes,
Argos, Tesco and Milanos. Grant Sneddon,
product manager for Velux said: “More and more
people are deciding to stay put but to extend their
home to accommodate their ever-growing families and in turn saving money as well increasing
the price of their home. That is why we are urging our customers to take advantage of our latest
offer during September and October.
“It includes the entire Velux range that is available in white-painted, from manual, centre-pivot
and top-hung standard roof windows to combination solutions, and remote controlled Velux Integra roof windows.”
A white-painted finish reflects more light back
into the home than darker surfaces would. i
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Regalead Returns
To Glasstec

Certass Digital
Building Certificates

October 2018 will see RegaLead (one of
Europe’s leading suppliers of decorative
products for the glass and fenestration industries) return to Glasstec in Dusseldorf.
On Stand C40 in Hall 10, RegaLead will showcase a range of products including ColorSpray
painted glass solutions, new decorative EVA laminates, its range of glass overlays and CadBlast
sandblasting solutions. Guy Hubble, joint M,D
says: “We’ve exhibited at Glasstec many times in
the past – it’s always proven to be an excellent
show for us. As one of the world’s biggest suppliers of decoration for glass, people want to see us
there. In 2016 Glasstec saw more than 40,000
glass industry visitors, and I expect it to at least
match that this year.
“In the past we’ve often focused on a single part
of our product offering but this year we’re broadening the appeal. One of the highlights of this
year’s show will be the launch of our range of decorative EVA laminates from Evguard Folienwerk,
of which we’re the exclusive distributor.” i

Certass has introduced digital downloads for
building certificates, to make getting certificates quicker, easier and more convenient
for Certass members and homeowners.
Jason Clemmit, MD at Certass says: “As consumer trends have changed, lots of homeowners
have come to expect electronic documents,
rather than having hard copies come through the
post.
“That’s why we’ve made our certificates available electronically. It’s doesn’t only help homeowners, it makes life easier for members too.
When a Certass installer registers an installation
with an email address, an email is sent with full
details on how to download building certificates
from the Certass digital download portal. This
can be done by the installer or the homeowner.
“We’ve put a safety net in place too, in case
an email address is missed or mistyped. If emails
bounce or the certificate is not downloaded
within 30 days, a hard copy will still be sent to
the homeowner’s preferred address.” i

Micros’ Site Gets An Update
Business Micros has revealed
a fresh new look for its
website.
Created in house by the company’s own software specialists,
it includes an introduction to the
complete Business Micros product range and features a video
insight into the company's
EvoNET business information
system. It provides much more
than just a product showcase
however as it allows all customers with support contracts to
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log in and access help from the
team based at Business Micros’
Penpont head office and features a TeamViewer link for instant tech support.
Who’s who
A quick browse of the site
leaves visitors in no doubt about
Business Micros’ position in the
industry, with all 15 profile companies and 23 machinery companies it works with listed. An
organisational chart shows

who’s who, and there is a continually updated news feed as
well. i
www.businessmicros.co.uk

WARNING

With crippling ﬁnes of up to €20 million or 4% of your annual
turnover, it’s
s imperative that your business complies with GDPR.
If you’re worried about what it means for your marketing, speak
to the specialists at Insight Data.
Insight is the industry’s leading provider of B2B marketing data.
By using Salestracker, our online database, we provide the safest
way for you to win new business, providing information on over
60,000 potential customers.

The Insight database includes
s:
15,000 fabricators and installers
25,900 local builders
3,200 housebuilders and major contractors
15,300 architects

Call Insight Data today on 01934 808 293 or email hello@insightdata.co.uk
to make sure your marketing is compliant.

insightdata
business is better with insight

502 Worle Park Way
Weston-super-Mare,
BS22 6WA

E: hello@insightdata.co.uk
@insightdata
www.insightdata.co.uk

Read TheInstaller online – www.profinder.eu

Comment

I was pleased to see that residential contracts are on the
rise outside of London – so much so that house building
outside the capital is now greater than within it.
This also bodes well for the commercial building sector where
major office developments amongst others are now being seen in
our larger cities – Manchester, Leeds, Liverpool, Sheffield and so
on. The two go hand-in-hand – commercial property developers
will only go where they are sure their occupiers will find staff;
house builders only want to go where people will have the jobs to
be able to afford the houses they build.
Perhaps the Northern Powerhouse will emerge despite the
Government’s London-centric outlook when it comes to
infrastructure.
Brexit Schmexit
A survey has found that most people don’t expect house prices to
fall or rise even in the event of a ‘no deal’ Brexit. But I suspect that
most people still don’t realise what might happen in the event of a
no deal Brexit...including the half-wits running the country.
A lesson
Nice to see that although uncertainty is affecting both house and
commercial property building (part of the rise in the comparative
success of regional house building when compared to London is
sadly that London building is declining), one sector is still a
shinning beacon. The education sector is still improving its
teaching facilities and its accommodation blocks at the same time.
Universities across the country realise there are lots and lots of UK
students ready to fill uni coffers – but the UK is still a massive
destination for overseas students keen to take advantage of our
educational excellence, the UK experience and top notch facilities.
Refurbishment on the rise
Regenerating underused parts of cities and towns by building
mixed-use developments could provide a golden bullet to help
both the ailing high-street and the construction sector Michele
Wietscher of Newview Windows and Conservatories said
recently.
I agree with Wietscher – there’s loads of work all over the country
and a changing scene – and I think there’s appetite for investment.
Installers sniffing out work in this sector, let me know will you –
installer@profinder.eu
Drink driving
The Dept for Transport reckons drink driving has shown a dramatic
rise (utilising figures from 2016). We know we’ve had a long hot
summer full of sport – and quick pints after work that turn in to too
many pints after work. Do everyone a favour – including yourself
– take a note and if you think you or any of your teams have
maybe had one too many in the past few months and then gotten
behind the wheel...please don’t do it again!
Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
@theinstallermagazine or installer@profinder.eu
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Guardian Roofs System is all we do, we specialise in this product and we do it right!
Our team have worked with the Guardian Roof System for many years,
our experience is vast, try us today!
Contact us for further information by phone or email.

Roof Fabrications Ltd

sales@guardianroofs-uk.com
www.guardianroofs-uk.com

High performance aluminium glazing
systems offering bespoke solutions
and total design ﬂexibility.

Windows
Doors
Curtain Walling
Brise Soleil
Louvres

Environmental

Support

Window Energy Rating software (WER)

Technical design input

BREEAM guidance

Thermal modelling

BRE Green Guide A+ rated products

Free air calculations

Life cycle analysis

Security analysis

Sustainable products

Online BIM models

Responsible sourcing

Secure By Design

metaltechnology.com

PROFINDER
Tel: 07814 209789
Access Systems

Fo
or all your access control
an
nd door hardware
solutions
Electric Strikes
Deadlocking Bolts
● Waterproof Keypads
● Compact Shearlocks
● Deadlocks & Deadlatches
● Lo
ock Accessories
● Tr
ransom Door Closers
● Vortex Magnets
●
●

www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu
Aluminium Systems
Colour Applicators

THE ORIGINAL

COLOUR
COATING
EXPERTS
Kolorseal North

Shaped Aluminium Windows & Louvres
*Circular *Radial Cornered *Arched *Elliptical
*Gothic *Rectangular *Trapezoidal *Curved-on-Plan

also Aluminium & Stainless Fabrications ‘Trade Suppliers’
by Midland Alloy Ltd., Stafford Park 17,Telford,TF3 3DG
Tel: 01952 290961 www.radialwindows.com Fax: 01952 290441

Bi-folding Doors

Tel: 01924 454856
Kolorseal Midlands

Tel: 0121 740 0217

01202 676262
info@alpro.co.uk
w w w. a l p ro . c o . u k

www.kolorseal.co.uk
sales@kolorseal.co.uk

Aluminium Lanterns

Baypole Jacks

GLAZED IN SECONDS

ALUMINIUM
ROOF LANTERN

Tel: 01642 610799
Fax: 01642 615854
Email: sales@korniche.co.uk

www.korniche.co.uk

Bi-folding Doors

You can buy jacking kits from as
littlee as £5.50
£5.00 eac
each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.
Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

Conservatory Roofs

Fixing Brackets

Conservatory Roofs

Planning Consultants

Corner Protectors

“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

To Advertise

Call Mehreen Haroon 07814 209789
mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Flyscreens

Glass Handling
PVC-U Glass Handling & Equipment

Profile Bending

Window openers

Screws & Fixings

Windows

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profi
file
i bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

Racking Systems

Window Bags & Display Cases

ALUMINIUM ROOF LANTERN
SLIMMER

WARMER

STRONGER

EASY
INSTALL

FOR THE
BEST TRADE
PRICES

An engineered
roof lantern that
delivers structural
and thermal class
leading performance.
Uninterrupted sightlines
provide unrivalled
interior views.

Specify Korniche today.

£ASK
01642 610799

sales@korniche.co.uk

www.korniche.co.uk

